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to collect mileage can collect it for n ••• the distance actually traveled by
automobile and no more unless otherwise specifically provided by law". Section
10-1234 specifically provides that juvenile probation officers shall "". be
reimbursed for act ual expenses incurred".
The Montana Supreme Court recently addressed the problem as to what is
involved in "actual and nece~sary" expenses. In In the Matter of Actual
Necessary Expenses of Judges, 32 State Reporter 1010, (1975), the court
noted that actual and necessary travel expenses included expenses for
subsistence, lodging and transportation. (Expenses for subsistence and lodging
must be reasonable expenses.) The court stated that where a private automobile
is used for transportation, costs include gasoline, insurance, tires, depreciation
and general upkeep. This cost would, of course, be pro-rated for the time the car
is used on state business.
THEREFORE, IT IS MY OPINION:
1. Actual expenses, referred to in section 10-1234, include the
reasonable amount expended for subsistence, meals and transportation
by a juvenile probation officer while on necessary travel incident to
official duties.
2. Section 10-1234 governs the payment of expenses and mileage for
the juvenile probation officer.
Very truly yours,
ROBERT L. WOODAHL
Attorney General
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SUBDIVISION - Classify as agricultural property; TAXATION - Sub·
divisions as agricultural property; Sections 84·429.12 and 84·437.2,
Revised Codes of Montana 1947.
HELD: The filing of a subdivision plat does not, by that fact alone,
foreclose the possibility that land within that subdivision may
qualify as ""agricultural" property under section 84.437.2.
January 20, 1976
Mr. Keith D. Haker
Custer County Attorney
County Courthouse
Miles City, Montana 59301
Dear Mr. Haker:
Your office has requested my opinion concerning the following question:
Where land that has been previously classified as "agricultural", for
purposes of taxation, is subdivided into residential plots, does the
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classification change to "residential" at the time the subdivision plat is
filed?

Your question arises from the fact that in the case of many subdivisions
t here is a lengthy period of time between when the plat is filed and when the land
ha" been sold. During this time the developer will often continue to use the land
for agricultural purposes un til such time as he sells it. You ask whether this
developer could be entitled to have the land classified as "agricultural" rather
than "residential" and thus lower his tax liability.
Section 84-429.12 provides that [a ]11 lands shall be classified according to
their use or uses .... (emphasis supplied). It is the present use to which land is
employed that determines whether it can be classified as "agricultural". Section
84-h37.2 provides that "[IJand which is actively devoted to agricultural use" is
eligible for tax treatment as "agricultural" property. This section goes on to
establish the criteria by which property can qualify as "agricultural" property.
There is nothing in this legislation which suggests that the filing of a subdividion
plat forecloses the possibility of qualifying for "agricultural land" status.
This position is supported by 84-437.2 (2). That section provides:
Land shall not be classified or valued as agricultural if it is subdivided
with stated restrictions prohibiting its use for agricultural purposes.
That language clearly suggests that while a subdivision which prohibits
agricultural use cannot qualify as agricultural property, the mere process of
creating a subdivision does not disqualify land for agricultural status. To repeat,
it seems clear that whether land within a subdivision qualifies as agricultural
land should be determined solely on the basis of whether it meets the guidelines
set ou t in section 84-437.2.

THEREFORE, IT IS MY OPINION:
The filing of a subdivision plat does not, by that fact alone, foreclose the
possibility that land within that subdivision may qualify as
"agricultural" property under section 84-437.2.
Very truly yours,

ROBERT L. WOO DAHL
Attorney General
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS
··Public" defined; PUBLIC BUILD·
INGS-Seals of architect, engineer, or land surveyor required only for
··public" buildings; Sections 66.2366,69·2105 (13), Revised Codes of
Montana 1947.
HELD: 1. ··Public" in section 66·2366 refers only to the buildings of
the state and its political subdivision.

